selects each regressor by repeated weighted boosting search (RWBS). This kind of OLSR is known to be capable of producing a much sparser model than many other kernel methods. With the aid of tree structure search, this paper is to construct an even sparser regression model in the framework of OLSR with RWBS. When RWBS being used to solve the optimization at each regression stage, OLSR is extended by keeping the k ( k >1)excellent regressors, which minimize the modeling MSE, rather than only choose the best one at each iteration. In this way, the next regressor will be searched in k subspaces instead of in only one subspace as the conventional method. Furthermore we propose a subtree search to decrease experimental time complexity, by specifying the total number of children in every tree depth. The new schemes are shown to outperform the traditional method in the applications, such as component detection, sparse representation for ECG signal and 2-d time series modeling. Besides, experimental results also indicate that subtree based algorithm is with much lower time complexity than tree based one.
I. INTRODUCTION
A basic principle in nonlinear data modeling is the parsimonious principle of ensuring the smallest possible model that explains the training data. The state-of-art sparse kernel modeling techniques, such as support vector machines (SVM) and relevance vector machine (RVM) [1, 2] have widely been adopted in data modeling applications.
However, most existing kernel methods use the fix parameter for every regressor. For example, standard SVM with Gaussian kernel generally adopts a fix scale parameter for each term by cross-validation. For the nonflat functions which contain both the steep variations and the smooth variations, the fix scale scheme will damage the sparsity of SVM.
Ref. [3] takes this problem as a linear regression in a combined feature space which is implicitly defined by a set of translation invariant kernels with different scales. It was reported that the multiscale SVM could produce much sparser kernel model than the conventional methods. However, multiscale SVM needs to construct a candidate set for scales, which is not hard task for users.
The orthogonal least squares regression(OLSR) algorithm [4] developed in the late 80s for nonlinear system modeling, remains popular for nonlinear data modeling, for the reason that the algorithm is simple and efficient, and is capable of producing very sparse regression model with good generalization performance. Over the time, many improved variants of the OLSR algorithm have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . OLSR can tune the scales in every term.
In order to minimize the modeling MSE, at each stage, OLSR selects the best regressor in a subspace which is orthogonal to the linear space spanned by the already selected regressors. Different regressor will lead to different subspace for the next regressor being searched. Thus the selection of every regressor will dramatically affect the choosing of regressor in the next stage. Nevertheless OLSR is a greedy algorithm, which only seeks the best performance in the current stage, and ignores the affect on the next stage. To get a good performance, OLSR needs more regressors than necessary. This paper extends OLSR by keeping the k excellent regressors which minimize the modeling MSE, rather than ignoring them after getting the best one at each regressor stage. These surviving regressors (regarded as nodes) are used to calculate the k new subspaces and corresponding residuals. Because each node creates k children, this tree-structure search scheme, in the L-th level, involves L k best nodes rather than only one node in the conventional method (see Fig. 2(a) ). In order to decrease experimental time complexity, we specify the total number of children as s in every level (see Fig.  2(b) ). For notation clarity, this paper terms the former structure as tree (k) and the latter as subtree(s, k).
In fact, one can implement the tree structure search in many variants of the OLSR algorithm. This paper only considers Ref. [9] . In [9] , the optimization at each regression stage is carried out with a simple search algorithm re-enforced by boosting, termed as repeated weighted boosting search (RWBS). In this way, OLSR tunes the centre vector and diagonal covariance matrix of individual regressor by incrementally minimizing the training mean square error (MSE). This kind of OLSR can produces a much sparser regression model than many *corresponding author other kernel machines and previous versions of OLSR [9] [10] [11] , largely because of its flexibility to select its optimal scales.
RWBS is a guided global search algorithm which involves the excellent individual, obtained at the previous iteration, into the new iteration. This scheme makes the algorithm constringency. At each regressor stage, OLSR with RWBS always keeps the optimal solution as the newly selected regressor parameters, and the other excellent individuals mentioned above are ignored.
With the aid of tree(k) and subtree(s, k), an extension for OLSR with RWBS is presented. Because the tree structure search concerns with the performance not only in the current stage, but also in a more global view than conventional scheme, this method will lead to a meaningful improvement to the conventional OLSR.
Experimental results show that both tree based and subtree based OLSR create a much sparser signal representation than conventional OLSR. And subtree based algorithm can avoid the exponentially increasing computational load caused by tree based OLSR.
Tree based algorithm for regression also can be found in matching pursuit field, where a sparse linear combination is searched in a given linear space with finite dimension [12] [13] .
II. OLSR WITH RWBS

A. Theory
Given N pairs of training data
and kernel function ( , )    , let 
Thus the training MSE for the L -term subset model can be expressed as
At the L-th stage of regression, the L-th regressor is determined by maximizing the error reduction criterion
. Generally, Gaussian kernel is often the first choice of kernel because of its excellent generalized ability.
B. Algorithm
Some guided random search methods can be used to determine the parameters of the k-th kernel regressor, such as the genetic algorithm and adaptive simulated annealing. RWBS is recently proposed global searching algorithm. It is extremely simple and easy to implement, involving a minimum programming effort. Before implementing RWBS, several parameters need be set, such as the initial size of population Ps , the generation of outer loop NG , and the iteration of inner loop Nb . One can refer to [9, 14] for more detail.
When searching the L-th regressor of OLSR with RWBS, the algorithm can be described as Fig. 1 NOTE 1 RWBS can get the global optimization by involving the good individual , 1, ,
, obtained at the previous iteration, into the new iteration. Always the global optimization L NG u is kept as the newly selected regressor parameter, and all other , 1, ,
NOTE 2 There are other decision criterion to stop the iteration besides t=NG. But for simplicity, we let the condition t=NG be the sole criterion.
III. TREE BASED ALGORITHM
A. Theory
In this section, the tree based OLSR is described. The algorithm also has a recursive structure. At L-th regressor stage, when implementing RWBS in Fig.1 , we select k best vectors from all of the good individuals , 1, ,
, to minimize the training MSE. That is 1 2 1 arg min ( ), and
where k NG  .Thus each node can create k child nodes , 1, , J are also calculated according to (1) -(4). Once the required tree's depth is reached or the training MSE is small enough, the program is broken and we keep the combination of nodes which produces the best performance as the final solution. We term the algorithm as tree(k) which lets each node creates k new individuals.
As Fig 2(a) 
The scheme of OLSR with RWBS moderate number, the load of computation is prohibitive. This paper also proposes subtree(s, k) algorithm, which also lets each node have k children, but only s best individuals is kept in each level (see Fig. 2(b) ), Tree(s, k) avoids the exponential increase of nodes.
Given the thresholds for tree depth N and training accuracy  , and let every node can generate k children. We depict the tree based and subtree based algorithm as following: For 
for L-th regressor according to (5) . And then create the candidate parameter matrix for the regression model with L terms, 
B. Complexity Analysis
However, in the tree(k) algorithm, the number of nodes at each level grows exponentially. In order to obtain a term L  regression model, the total number of nodes needed be computed will be
It will cause a heavy computational load. For subtree(s, k) algorithm, only ( 1) ( 1) 1 L k     nodes need to be calculated. So sub-tree algorithm will reduce the computational load of tree algorithm greatly.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In order to show the approximation and detection performance of the proposed algorithm, we ran the experiments on the 1.86GHz notebook with 512MB of RAM, using the Windows XP operating system and employing the MATLAB software. In the simulations, OLSR with RWBS, tree based and subtree based algorithms were compared, all of them with RBF kernels. We selected the parameters in RWBS by cross-validation method. For the 1-dimensional simulations, the parameters of all tree based and subtree based algorithms are set as 3 
A dataset is generated with size . Totally 100 times Monte-Carlo trials were performed. Fig. 3 and 4 show the typical performances of OLSR and tree(3), both regression models with only 3 regressors. Fig.3 (a-c) show the performances produced by each of the three terms (or regressors), that is regressor 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Fig.3 (d) shows the performances of the OLSR with 3 terms. From Fig.3 , one can find that, because the first term is not capable of matching one of the waves in the original function properly (see Fig.3 (a) ), the third term can not detect any component (see Fig.  3(c) ). It is largely due to OLSR is a greedy algorithm, which only seeks the best performance in the current stage, and ignores the affect on the next stage. And the final result of OLSR is bad (see Fig.3 (d) ).
On the contrary, because each term of tree (3) can match one of the waves of original function properly, the final model can detect all of the components in equation (6) . Tree(3) outperforms OLSR because it has a more global view than OLSR.
This simulation indicates that tree based algorithm is more suitable than OLSR with RWBS to tackle the component detection problem.
Simulation 2. Sparse Representation for ECG Recording
ECG recordings are extremely non-flat signals in time domain, thus the modeling task for ECG is very difficult. Here, we used the first 1.5 second recording, totally 540 samples in "MIT 100" ECG signal [15] . Fig. 5 shows the convergence rates of algorithms with the threshold of training accuracy 0.0020, which indicates that both tree based and subtree based algorithms have much faster convergence rate than OLSR. The modeling performances of algorithms at the 3-th, 5-th and 7-th step are shown in Fig. 6 . For sub-tree based and tree based algorithms, both training error and time (second) are also presented in every sub-figure. One can find that subtree based algorithm has a much lower complexity than tree based algorithm. So the tree based algorithm is suitable for the case in which time consumption is not concerned greatly. And subtree based algorithm can be used as a tradeoff between OLSR with RWBS and tree based method.
The simulation shows, for ECG modeling task, that newly proposed algorithms have much faster convergence rates than OLSR. Thus, with a smaller size of regression model, the newly proposed algorithms have much better approximation performance than OLSR. Figure 3 . The effect of every regressor of OLSR model with three terms. In Fig.3 (a-c) , the dotted line, broad solid line and broad thin line denote the original noise-free function, one of the three regressors of the OLSR model and the difference between them. For Fig.4(d) , the thin solid line denotes the model with three terms. Figure 4 . The effect of every regressor of tree(3) model with three terms. For Fig. 4 (a-c) , the dotted line, broad solid line and thin solid line denote the original noise-free function, one of the three regressors of the tree(3) model and the difference between them. For Fig.4(d) , the thin solid line denotes the model with three terms. 
where the noise ( ) k  was Gaussian with zero mean and variance 0.09. One thousand noisy samples were generated given (0) ( 1) 0.0
. This model has been used in [16] . The first 500 data points plotted in Fig.7 were used for training, and the other 500 samples were used for possible cross-validation. The underlying noisefree system and we use OLSR, subtree(2,2), subtree (3, 3) , subtree(3,2), tree (2) and tree(3) for this 2-dimensional modeling problem.
Let threshold of training error be 0.09, Tab.1 shows the averaged experimental results for 50 times simulations with all tested algorithms and the algorithms mentioned in [16] as well. Fig. 9 shows the modeling performances of different subtree and tree based algorithms at the 5-th step. The simulation shows that both tree and subtree based algorithms can get a better performance in a highdimensional case than some traditional OLSR algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to a sparse representation, this paper proposes a novel tree based orthogonal least squares regression. Unlike most of the conventional OLSR, the new method keeps the k excellent regressors which minimize the modeling MSE, rather than only choose the best one at each iteration. These surviving individuals are used to calculate the k new subspaces and corresponding residuals. Because the tree structure search considers the performance not only in the current stage, but also in a global view, this method will lead to a meaningful improvement to the conventional OLSR. Numerical simulations are performed in some signal processing applications, such as component detection, sparse representation for ECG recording, and 2-d time series modeling. In all these simulations, both tree based and subtree based algorithms outperform OLSR with RWBS in convergence rate and accuracy. Because the subtree algorithm avoids the exponentially increasing computational load in tree based algorithm, the former can be regarded as a tradeoff between the latter and OLSR with RWBS. 
